
Button by button, Sabine Lohf and 
Yvonne Hergane help to make the 
Advent season before Christmas go 
by quickly. Lots of buttons have fallen 
out of Santa’s big sack, and now 
they’re being put to use as wheels 
for a puppet carriage, as eyes for a 
teddy bear, or for a funny snowball 
fight. On each day of advent a button 
is added, until 24 of them decorate 
the Christmas tree. 
 
Sabine Lohf has created tongue-in-
cheek illustrations for  Yvonne 
Hergane’s clever rhymes. This book is 
not only great for counting but also 
offers many colourful ideas for 
Christmas time: making button 
garlands, painting wishlists, polishing 
Santa’s boots, and much more. 
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A wonderful Christmas DIY Book! 
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“A belly made of Button, a Nose made 
of a Carrot - fancy Snowman, 

thinks the Rabbit.“ 

Sabine Lohf  
 
studied painting, graphic design, and 
photography and was a long-time editor and 
designer for the magazine spielen und lernen. 
She has worked for over twenty years as a 
freelance graphic designer, photographer, and 
illustrator. Her arts and crafts books are 
internationally renowned. Her previous 
publications with Gerstenberg include The Big 
Christmas Arts and Crafts Book, The Big Book 
of Arts and Crafts with Nature, 1,2,3 ... A Sack 
Full of Buttons, Red String and The Big Book of 
Arts and Crafts. 
 

Yvonne Hergane 
 
born in 1968, studied German, English, and book 
science in Augsburg and Munich. She lives withher 
son near the Nordsee and has worked as an author 
and translator, mostly of children’s books, since the 
mid 1990’s. In 2011 her picture book Einer Mehr 
(“One More“) was nominated for the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis thanks to its witty text. 


